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ABSTRACT

The transformation of the whole traditional process of Al-Quran Recitation into automated

system application could raise the issues of robustness and integrity of recitation and

correction quality and acceptance. There are several existing variations especially involve of

rhythm, tone and length of recitation for different speaker. Dynamic Time warping (DTW) is

used as dynamic programming to normalize the recitation speech length of speaker which

warp the speech spectrum amplitude in time series for the experts and learners. DTW is used

to gain the same length of recitation which warp the amplitudes, rhythm and tone into same

length in time series segments based on formant frequency frame for different recitation

speakers. There are 8 experts and 10 users from the Malay Muslim community had three

selected surahs for Al-Quran recitation session. The aim of the paper is to normalize Al-

Quran recitation speech signals as speaker adaption between experts and learner then

represent each recitation speech signal at same vocal tract formant frequency that can be

used in robust Automatic Recitation Recognition (ARR) to evaluate the performance of

recitation evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In confronting the variability and complexity of the continuous speech recitation signals, the

proposed approach introduced in this paper has manipulated the availability of signal

properties to determine the performance of recitation between experts and learners. Before

the performance can be evaluated. The both speech recitation of the expert and learner

should be parameterized by a single warp factor for each learner based on expert recitation to

use as dynamical parameters. The learner recitation speech signals are warping the energy in

the same length of recitation in the time series frame. The main purpose of the paper is to get

the same rhythm, tone and length between expert and learner recitation speech signals that

can be compared in same word/utterance articulation from the vocal tract. The stage of the

experiments was divided into studios data preparation, compensation of recitation speech

signal and dynamic programming approach.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The length of expert recitation speech signals was used as a template and the learner

recitation speech signals was used as input. The inconsistency and non-uniform of time

series in comparison on both signals is shown in figure 1 is the major problematic. Before

doing evaluation, both of recitation signals must nevertheless be able to say that the distance

between both recitations speech signals should be small and able to correlate based on string

or phoneme.

Fig.1. Different input and template between expert and learner recitation

The sequences of feature vectors have to be placed at same varying speech rate by stretching

and shrinking of speech segments. The meaningful comparison parameters in (1) can be

produced to ensure the both signals must be kept at the same length. The meaningful

comparison is succeed when it is able to maintain the characteristics in both original speech

signals time series without losing information while stretching and shrinking. Three

Expert Template

Learner Input
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parameters that should be considered are minimum path cost, horizontal alignment and

variability of recitation. Minimum path cost is used to obtain optimal alignment by

computing all the possible cost path and determine the lowest overall cost from the path to

achieve high similarity between two temporal recitation speech signals. Horizontal

alignment refers to the alignment in time series axis only which is to maintain the

characteristic of energy, rhythm and tone in the frame. Then, the variability parameters

represents the variation of recitation that can be reduced if the reciter accurately follow the

rules of Al-Quran recitation. The proportional equation that shows the relationship between

all parameters is given by

yvariabilit

 alignmenthorizontalth costminimum pa
n comparisoMeaningful


 (1)

3. TIME SERIES ALIGNMENT

Speech is a variable process and stochastic [4] in which the duration of a word and its sub-

words vary randomly. Time alignment or normalization can be applied in recitation which

required to find the best alignment between the sequences of experts and learners recitation

vector features can be compare similarly on time occurrence without concerning of gender,

age or health condition of the reciter. There are two approaches. Firstly, by adjusting the

frame shift rate in the calculation of the cepstrum features vectors sequence of each input

name to yield a pre-specific number of uniformly-spaced cepstrum feature vectors across the

duration of the spoken name. Secondly, by using dynamic time warping (DTW) to normalize

two feature vector sequences in time. The technique of minimum Euclidean distance

approach was used in DTW. The DTW is measuring similarity between two temporal

sequences which may vary in time. This technique also used to find the optimal alignment

between two times series if one time series may be “warped” non-linear by stretching or

shrinking it along its time axis [4]. This technique will be used to re-map the recitation, such

that all utterance was generated from same vocal tract. DTW already well known in speech

recognition to cope with different speaking speeds [5]
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4. DYNAMIC TIME WARPING

Quranic speech signals have different length of signals in time domain. Time

normalization/alignments is used to normalize the recitation signals to get the same length of

the signals for speaker adaptation. After that, the comparison at same segment of expert’s

and learner’s Quranic can be done based on Quranic Speech Model (QSM). In [12] defined

QSM is the combination of process recording with guided materials, compensation, frame

segmentation and warping. In this paper, Dynamic time warping will be used as non-linear

sequence alignment for Quranic speech signals. Illustration of two series of Quranic speech

signal that using a warp function of DTW is shown on figure 2.

Fig.2. Illustration of two series of Quranic speech signal using warp function

Recitation speech signal of learner will be warped with respect to Quranic speech signal of

expert by using a DTW algorithm [14][13]. Quranic speech signal sequences of expert

reference X with lengths |X| and learner Y with length |Y| in (2)

Xi xxxxX ,...,,...,, 21 and Yj yyyyY ,...,,...,, 21 (2)

Construct the warp path , W

KwwwW ,...,, 21 YXKYX ),max( (3)

Where K is the length and kth element of the warp path is ),( jiwk 

Where i = index of time series of X and j = index of time series of Y. The optimal warp path

is presented as 'local match' scores matrix by getting the lowest-cost distance warp path and

the first frame optimal warp start at )1,1(1 w where the distance of a warp path is given by

),()(
1

kj

Kk

k
ki wwDistWDist 





 (4)
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)(WDist is the cosine distance of warp W , and ),( kjij wwDist is the distance between the two

data frame indexes of X and Y in the kth element of the warp path. The lowest-cost path for

the first frame is 0)1,1( D and can be calculate by [6][13][2]

)]1,1(),1,(),,1(min[),(),(  jiDjiDjiDjiDistjiD (5)

The minimum –cost alignment is determined from optimal warp path that end at ),( YXD

by looking at lowest-cost warp path. The search grid is used one-to-one monotonic

transformation of the time axis [7] which all the movements have equal weight [8].

5. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The Quranic recitation are recorded in studio and transform into Quranic recitation speech

signals that are clearly from the unwanted audio signals such as noise, surrounding and

unpredictable audio sound. The format of audio data recorded are wav format with 16bits,

44100 samples [9] and mono channel. Expert and learner are selected from Malay

community to recite Al-Quran. Expert’s recitation are recorded from qualified teachers of

Pusat Islam Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. They also conducted Al-Quran Clinic for Al-

Quran recitation evaluation class to assist the learners. The common styles of Qiraat hafs

[10] are used and 3 selected surah such as surah Al-Fatihah, Al-Alaq and Ad-Dhuha in rasm

uthmani version are provided in this recording session. The step of warping [15] between the

template expert and learner input of recitation speech signals.

1. Load two speech waveforms of the same utterance/word/ayah.

2. Calculate short-time Fourier transform (STFT) features for both sounds (25%

window overlaps).

3. Construct the 'local match' scores matrix as the cosine distance between the STFT

magnitudes.

4. Use dynamic programming to find the lowest-cost path between the opposite corners

of the cost matrix.

5. Find the cost of minimum-cost alignment of the two recitation speech signals.
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6. Calculate the frames in template that are indicated to match each frame in learner

input to resynthesize a warped.

7. Interpolate Learner’s recitation speech signal STFT under the time warp.

8. Invert learner recitation back to time domain.

6. COMPENSATION AND PREPROCESSING

The loss of information in Quranic speech signals is also depending on variations of the

reciter. The complexity of variability will be compensated to gain the clean speech signals

from each ayah of Quranic speech signal without losing the important features. The main

aims of pre-processing are to select techniques should be able to represent the transformation

speech production signals to Quranic speech raw signals with variability compensation. In

the silent trimming technique, the selected threshold is used to remove the silent. Therefore,

the amplitude normalization is used to normalize the reciter’s speech signals. While the end

point detection is used to define the start point and end point of Quranic speech signals. Each

of learners or experts have different start point and end point while do recitation. Combined

zero crossing and short term energy function are used to determine start point and end point

based on paper [11]

7. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The standard DTW is basically using the idea of deterministic Dynamic programming

(DP)[15][13] to find the shortest path algorithm. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is well-

studied as non-linear sequences alignment algorithm. It seeks an optimal mapping from the

learner recitation speech input signal to the expert recitation speech template signal.

Although DTW are allowing non-linear alignment it also allow monotonic distortion

(warping).

Expert 1 recitation of Al-Fatihah- ayah 02
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Fig.2. Different length of recitation between expert 1, learner 1 and learner 2 of Al-

Fatihah (ayah 02)

The red line is an optimal cost path from the beginning to the end of both expert and learner

recitation signal. Figure 3 shows DTW path in similarity matrix, which denotes the

correlation of two recitation speech signals. Hence the path will tend to pick darker blocks

since it will maximize the matching performance. Note that the minimizing the distance is

identical to maximizing the similarity. Figure 4 shows the matrix at minimum cost to arrive

with the same DTW path. The path was stretched from top left to bottom right as it becomes

darker since the cost is monotonically increasing meanwhile optimal DTW path is taken as

lowest-cost as possible.

Learner 1 recitation of Al-Fatihah- ayah 02

Learner 2 recitation of Al-Fatihah- ayah 02
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Fig.3 and 4. DTW between expert 1 and learner 2 of Al-Fatihah (ayah 02)

Fig.5. Same length time series of recitation of expert 1, Learner 1 and Learner 2 for

Al-Fatihah-ayah 02

8. MEAN SQUARE ERROR

The mean square error is used to determine the success of the warping between expert

template and learner. This technique is used for samples frame matching, where it measures

the average of the squares [3] of the errors for each frame. This technique is used to

determine how close a regression line samples frame a set of points between expert and

learner recitation speech signals. The smaller the means squared error value, the closer to

find the best fit between two recitation speech signals. Mean squared error performance

function with fraction between 0 and 1 indicating the proportion of performance attributed to

Optimal DTW path in minimum-cost matrix
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scalar weight. The equation of MSE is given as
s

ref

N

xx
MSE

2


 , where MSE = a scalar

value, x = sequences sampled of learner recitation, xref = sequences sampled of expert

recitation and Ns = number of samples

Table 1. The comparison of each early 10 frame DTW (ayah 02 Al-Fatihah) recitation

between expert 1 and learners before time warping

Segment by

frame

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

L1 (% MSE) 0.59 2.5 2.03 3.35 9 7.31 1.35 0.72 1.72 2.5

L2 (% MSE) 0.005 0.61 3.8 16.45 13.29 6 0.73 0.56 1.48 2.16

L3 (% MSE) 0.17 0.77 1.9 7.58 7.07 0.88 0.22 0.87 1.68 2.05

Table 2. The comparison of each early 10 frame DTW (ayah 02 Al-fatihah) recitation

between expert 1 and learners after time warping

Segment by

frame
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

L1 (% MSE) 0.68 3.61 2.04 0.99 0.42 0.45 0.28 0.4 0.43 0.88

L2 (% MSE) 0.56 3.46 2.36 1.05 0.53 0.47 0.31 0.4 0.46 0.74

L3 (% MSE) 0.6 3.97 2.73 2.28 0.37 0.37 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.71

9. CONCLUSIONS

Automated recitation evaluation is important as a guided tool to enhance the Al-Quran

recitation to the Malay community and the lives of Muslims in particular. With the

experience of the experts, the learner can improve their Al-Quran recitation. To compare

recitation between expert and learner, new approaches has been develop to compensate the

variability for differences recitation especially speaker adaptation techniques. In terms of

speaker adaptation, the pronunciation of Al-Quran recitation mostly affected especially

related to the word articulation and phoneme utterance that occurred at different time series.

By using DTW, all the utterance and articulation of Al Quran recitation can be represented
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by the same point on time series in formant frequency segment frame to all reciters. In others

word, by using DTW time series segmentation alignment, the recitation between expert and

learner can be compared in the same frame and produce the same energy and prosody weight

in time series for each utterance or phonetic in the recitation to evaluate the performance

between learners and experts recitation.

10. FUTURE WORKS

After the length of recitation between experts and learners recitation signals are same. It is

possible to evaluate the recitation by processing the recitation speech signals to the features

vector such as cepstral co-efficient or probabilistic features vector that can be derive from

speech production. Most of modern speech recognition or pronunciation evaluation used

cepstral coefficient as acoustic features vector. The acoustic features can be derived from the

speech parameterization based on formant frequency. Formants frequency are the resonant

frequencies in the vocal tract which form the characteristic shape of the speech spectrum.

Formant-like features can be used as acoustic model for Al-Quran recitation evaluation.

Acoustic model of Al-Quran recitation can be aligned in same frame which representing the

energy, rhythm and tone. The formant-like features can be represented the Makraj and

Tajweed at same frame and will be modelled by Gaussian Mixture model as a static pattern

based on formant frequencies and as sequential pattern based on rhythm and tone as

modelled by Hidden Markov Model.
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